Abstract. Regional intestinal effective permeability (P eff ) values are key for the understanding of drug absorption along the whole length of the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The distal regions of the GI tract (i.e. ileum, ascending-transverse colon) represent the main sites for GI absorption when there is incomplete absorption in the upper GI tract, e.g. for modified release formulations. In this work, a new and pragmatic method for the estimation of (passive) intestinal permeability in the different intestinal regions is being proposed, by translating the observed differences in the available mucosal surface area along the human GI tract into corrections of the historical determined jejunal P eff values. These new intestinal P eff values or Bintrinsic^P eff (P eff,int ) were subsequently employed for the prediction of the ileal absorption clearance (CL abs,ileum ) for a set of structurally diverse compounds. Additionally, the method was combined with a semimechanistic absorption PBPK model for the prediction of the fraction absorbed (f abs ). The results showed that P eff,int can successfully be employed for the prediction of the ileal CL abs and the f abs . P eff,int also showed to be a robust predictor of the f abs when the colonic absorption was allowed in the PBPK model, reducing the overprediction of f abs observed for lowly permeable compounds when using the historical P eff values. Due to its simplicity, this approach provides a useful alternative for the bottom-up prediction of GI drug absorption, especially when the distal GI tract plays a crucial role for a drug's GI absorption.
INTRODUCTION
Human intestinal permeability is a key drug-related parameter governing the gastrointestinal (GI) drug absorption process. Due to the established correlation between human effective jejunal permeability (P eff ) and the fraction of the administered oral dose that becomes absorbed in the GI tract (f abs or f a ), P eff has been widely used for the a priori estimation of drug absorption in different stages of the drug development process (1) (2) (3) . P eff is one of the fundamental biopharmaceutical parameters in the Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) and has been extensively used in drug development (2, 4, 5) . As a consequence, it has often been applied in mechanistic GI absorption models, i.e. GastroPlus™ (6) , PK-Sim® (7, 8) , SimCYP® (9) and some inhouse absorption models (10, 11) , for the Bbottom-up^predic-tion of the rate and extent of oral drug absorption.
Human P eff is usually determined in single-pass perfusion experiments using open, semi-open or double-balloon (closed) perfusion systems (12) , where the latter is considered to be the most accurate in vivo method for P eff determinations in humans (3, 12) . In the double-balloon technique, the drug is single-pass perfused in solution to conscious human volunteers employing a multilumen tube. The reader is referred to the following references for more details about the clinical procedure, the data analysis and the doubleballoon technique (1, 2, (13) (14) (15) (16) .
The derived P eff values are a reflection of the intestinal membrane's resistance to the passage of the drug across the apical membrane of the GI tract, regardless of the Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1208/s12248-015-9758-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. mechanisms involved, i.e. unstirred water layer (UWL) permeation, transcellular permeation, paracellular permeation and/or carried-mediated absorption/efflux (2, (17) (18) (19) . In addition, jejunal P eff can be affected by the experimental conditions and the physiological factors that the drug might encounter during its passage through the intestinal membrane in the upper jejunum (3, 12, 20) .
Intestinal P eff is a time-and position-dependent parameter, and its magnitude is a function of the nature of the small-intestinal membrane and the luminal conditions (1) (2) (3) 18, 21) . The latter is of special interest in the cases where jejunal P eff alone might not necessarily explain the drug absorption in certain regions of the human GI tract. This is the case of the distal ileum and/or the colon, where the luminal conditions and the structure of the intestinal membrane differ significantly with those of the upper jejunum (22, 23) . These distal intestinal sites play a key role in the absorption of drugs contained in modified release (MR) dosage forms, where due to the nature of the formulation and the prolonged colonic residence time, a great proportion of the given dose is designed to be absorbed in such regions (22, 24) . Regional permeability measurements are considered as an important parameter for the understanding and the mechanistic modelling of GI drug absorption. Nevertheless, the available regional P eff estimates are sparse and limited to a small set of compounds. Given that such values were determined mostly using open perfusion systems, their comparison with the ones obtained from the double-balloon technique is limited (4, 5) . Recent works have highlighted the necessity for regional P eff estimates in humans, which are of particular interest during early stages of drug and formulation development (4, 5, 21, 25 ). Yet, due to the vast economic cost associated with clinical perfusion studies, further investigations on regional P eff determination might be limited in the near future.
Mechanistic absorption models can be employed as a complement for the understanding of drug permeation along the different segments of the GI tract. For instance, the majority of the aforementioned models can incorporate some of the physiological factors known to affect the drug's regional absorption. Remarkable progress has been made in the field of solubility and dissolution, where factors such as the pH-dependent solubility for ionisable compounds, variable GI fluid volumes, supersaturation and precipitation, presence of bile micelles and bile salt-mediated solubility enhancement, to name a few, have already been incorporated in these models (6, 7, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . Nevertheless, in terms of regional intestinal membrane permeability (once the intraluminal and intracellular processes have been accounted for), there is a need for improvements (6) (7) (8) 26, 28) .
While in most of these mechanistic models, regional differences in the expression/abundance of intestinal transporters are already accounted to some extent (6) (7) (8) 26, 28) , the approach with regard to the passive permeation along the GI tract is still not well defined. For example, in the physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling of orally administered drugs, it is a common practice to assume that colonic absorption is insignificant compared to that in the small intestine. Thus, colonic absorption, by default, is not allowed in such models (10, 11, (31) (32) (33) (34) . However, based on the large number of MR dosage forms labelled for once-daily administration, absorption from the colon appears to be a very crucial and common process (22, 35) .
The aim of this study was to derive regional intestinal permeability estimates by translating the observed differences in intestinal mucosal surface area along the different segments of the human intestine (36, 37) into the human P eff values and to evaluate the ability of the new permeability values to predict the GI absorption using a semi-mechanistic PBPK absorption model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Determination of the Mucosal Surface Area in the Small Intestine and the Colon
The human intestine has several structures known to increase the mucosal surface area (mSA) compared to that of a cylinder. In the small intestine (SI), the circular folds or plicae circularis (PC), villi (VL) and enterocyte microvilli (MV) are commonly believed to increase the surface area by factors of 3, 10, and 20, respectively (23, 37, 38) . In the colon, the colonic haustra, the crypts and the colonic microvilli (MV colon ) perform a similar function (22) . It has been shown, however, that the amplifications in mSA generated by the circular folds and villi decrease from the proximal SI to the distal SI. In addition, a decrease in mSA has been observed from the colonic microvilli compared to that of the small intestine (36, 39) .
For this work, three different methods for the estimation of the intestinal surface area were employed as follows: (a) method 1 (M1) or control assumes that the mSA of the intestine is that of a cylinder; (b) method 2 (M2) assumes that the mSA of the SI decreases exponentially, as per the work of Wilson (36) ; and (c) method 3 (M3) assumes that the mSA of the SI decreases gradually, based on recently published region-specific surface area expansion factors (SAEFs) (39) . A detailed description of the three methods is given below, and they are illustrated in Fig. 1a .
M1: Cylindrical Surface Area (Control)
This method assumed that the surface area (SA) in all the intestinal segments was that of a cylinder (Fig. 1a) , SA i =2×π×R i ×L i , where R i and L i are the radii and lengths of the given intestinal segments (i), respectively. The anatomical parameters, i.e. lengths and radii, of the different intestinal segments were derived from the literature and were meant to represent the values of a Breference man^of 70 kg of weight and 170 cm of height (23, 40) .
The anatomical length of the small intestine (L si ) was assumed as 670.7 cm (41), and the length of each small intestinal segment was calculated as a percentage of L si ; 8, 37 and 55% for the duodenum, jejunum and ileum, respectively (23) . The radius of the duodenum (r duo ) was assumed to be 2.37 cm (23), whereas for the jejunum and the ileum, the radii were assumed to be 1.75 and 1.5 cm, respectively (5, 15) . With regard to the colon, the total length (L col ) was assumed to be 104.34 cm, and it was calculated from Eq. 1 for the same reference man (40) .
For this work, colonic absorption was assumed only to occur in the ascending colon (acol) and the length of the segment (L acol ) was considered to be a 16% of L col (22, 23) . The radius of the ascending colon was assumed to be 2.42 cm (42) . The aforementioned anatomical parameters were also employed for the calculation of the mucosal surface area in M2 and M3.
M2: Exponential Decrease (Wilson)
This method was based on the work by Wilson (1967) , who reported a correlation between the mSA and the longitudinal position between the beginning of the jejunum (duodenojejunal flexure, DJF) and the final portion of the ileum (ileocecal valve, ICV) (36) . This method accounts for the amplification in SA product of the presence of circular folds and villi along the SI (Fig. 1a) . Herein, Wilson's data was digitized using GetData Graph Digitizer v2.26 (http:// getdata-graph-digitizer.com/) and fitted by an exponential model (Eq. 2) using non-linear least squares regression with the Blsqnonlin^function of the Optimization Toolbox within Matlab 2014a (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
where, y(x j+i ) is the ratio of mSA per unit of serosal length (cm 2 / cm), x j+i is the longitudinal position (cm) along the segment comprised between the DJF and the ICV and L j+i is the length (cm) of the jejunum plus the ileum (j+i) (0.92×L si ). The regression coefficients, λ 1 and λ 2 , were found to be 164.16 cm 2 / cm and −3.33 respectively. The coefficients of variation (CV) of the parameter estimates were found to be 0.65 and 35.03%, respectively. More details about the fitting process can be found in Section 1 of the Supplementary Material. Equation 2 was integrated with respect to the longitudinal position (x i+j ) between the DJF and the ICV in order to derive the cumulative mSA, as shown in Eq. 3
where mSA j+i is the cumulative mucosal surface area at any position of the aforementioned segment. To obtain the total mucosal surface area in the whole SI, a similar relationship for the duodenum was needed; however, no data for such a correlation was provided in Wilson's work. This relationship was assumed to be proportional to the longitudinal position in the duodenal segment (x duo ) and similar to that of the initial portion of the jejunum, i.e. the intercept (λ 1 ) of the exponential relationship generated for the jejunum and ileum (Eq. 4).
Combining Eqs. 3 and 4 and accounting for the mSA expansion due to the intestinal microvilli (MV si ) of 20-fold Fig. 1 . Illustrations of the changes on intestinal mucosal surface area estimated by the different methods. a Changes in the surface area expansion factors (SAEFs) along the length of the small intestine (as a percentage), the SAEF is defined as the ratio between the surface area estimated by a given method and the surface area of a cylinder. b Total mucosal surface area estimated from the different methods (M1 to M3), whereas CSAEF is the total mucosal surface area estimated by applying a constant SAEF of 600-fold along the small intestine. c An illustration of the total surface area estimated for each of the regions of the small intestine and the ascending colon, for the different methods (M1 to M3) and when using the CSAEF. The values were calculated assuming a reference human intestine (see main text for details on the anatomical values employed for the calculations) (23, 43) , the cumulative mucosal surface area at any longitudinal position (x) of the SI is given by Eq. 5.
For the ascending colon, the only structure considered to effectively increase the mSA available for absorption was the colonic microvilli (MV colon ); its increase in colonic mSA was assumed to be 6.4-fold (39).
M3: Gradual Decrease (Helander and Fändriks, H&F)
This method was based on a recent work by Helander and Fändriks (2014) where they reported mean SA expansion factors generated by the different structures present in the SI and the colon (Fig. 1a) (39) . The segmental cylindrical SA was calculated as per M1 and for each intestinal segment, the following SAEF were applied: (a) circular folds (for every segment in the SI), 1.57-fold; (b) duodenal villi and microvilli, 6.5-and 9.2-fold, respectively; (c) jejunal villi and microvilli, 8.6-and 14.1-fold, respectively; (d) ileal villi and microvilli, 4.5-and 15.7-fold, respectively, and (e) colonic microvilli, 6.4-fold (39) .
The total intestinal mSA calculated for each of the methods described above was contrasted with the mSA resulting from the use of the classical amplification factors described in the literature; 3-fold for the circular folds, 10-fold for the villi and 20-fold for the intestinal microvilli (22, 23, 37) (Fig. 1b) .
Analysis of the Differences in Regional Intestinal Permeability
A comparison between the reported human regional P eff values was performed in order to elucidate the possible impact that the mSA assumptions might have in the regional P eff determinations. This was done for a recently published dataset of 11 drugs whose in vivo absorption was measured in different segments of the human SI during single-pass open perfusion experiments (4, 5) . Regional P eff values were originally derived by Lennernäs by re-arranging the reported absorption data to a parallel tube model (4, 5, 12, 18) . Selection of this model was based on its ability to describe the hydrodynamics of the absorption process during open and/ or semi-open single-pass perfusion experiments (12, 18) , as shown in Eq. 6
where the subscript i in P eff,i stands for either the upper jejunum or distal ileum, Q in is the perfusate flow rate (volume/time), C in and C out are the respective water transport-corrected concentrations of drug entering and leaving the test segment and SA i is the segment's surface area. Herein, the reported regional P eff,i values were re-calculated from the absorption data originally reported in the literature (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . This was done in order to allow the incorporation of the different mSA calculation methods for the estimation of the regional P eff values; the details of the re-calculation procedure can be found in Section 3 the Supplementary Material.
For the re-calculation, the value of the SA term in Eq. 6 depended upon which of the aforementioned mSA estimation methods were used. For M1, the mSA was calculated as described above for a cylinder of radius (r i ) and length (L i ), where r i was assumed either 1.75 cm (upper jejunum) or 1.5 cm (distal ileum) and L i was the length of the test portion of the perfusion tube (cm). For M2, the mSA available (Eq. 5) across the length of the test portion of the multiple lumen tube was employed (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . This mSA was defined as the difference in cumulative mucosal surface area between the distal (x final,i ) and proximal (x initial,i ) collection orifices of the perfusion tube. The positions required to calculate the mSA according to M2, x final,i and x initial,i , were assumed to be the same for all the experiments and were representative of the positions informed for the jejunal and ileal perfusion experiments (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . This was done due to the high variability reported in the positioning of the test segments of the multiple lumen tube or the lack of information about it in some of the references. For the jejunal experiments, x initial, jejunum was assumed to be 10 cm distally from the DJF, whereas for the ileal experiments, x initial, ileum , it was assumed to be 110 cm from the same intestinal landmark. The positions of the distal portions, x final , were estimated by adding the lengths of the test segments (L i ) to both jejunal and ileal initial positions (x final, jejunum =x initial, jejunum +L i and x final, ileum =x initial, ileum +L i ). Finally, for M3, the SA term was calculated using the cylindrical SA described above for M1 and the SAEF described in M3 for the jejunum and the ileum. The detailed regional estimates of the mSA derived from the aforementioned calculations methods are shown Table I .
For the analysis, P eff,i values derived using the SA according to M1 were considered as the control values, whereas for the other two methods regional P eff values were considered as Bintrinsic^values, P eff,int(i,k) , where the subscript i stands for the region (jejunum or distal ileum) and the subscript k refers to the mSA calculation method. To support the hypothesis of the existence of a relatively similar P eff,int along the membrane of the GI tract, regional P eff values were contrasted in order to identify possible similarities between P eff along the SI, i.e. jejunal vs ileal. It is worth noting that P eff,int is not intended to represent pure membrane permeability (P m ) (50); instead, as for P eff , P eff,int is a lumped parameter involving several permeation mechanisms (2, (17) (18) (19) .
The evaluation of the agreement was done by visual inspection, i.e. comparing the plots between the regional P eff values for each method, and by calculation of error metrics such as: the average fold error (afe), for measuring bias (over/underprediction); the absolute average fold error (aafe), for measuring absolute spread between the values, and the concordance correlation coefficient (ccc), as a measure of their agreement. The metrics were calculated as described in a previous report (51) , where a good agreement between P eff values was considered when both the afe and aafe were within the twofold error, i.e. afe between 0.5 and 2, and aafe less than 2. For the ccc, a moderate equivalence (ccc greater than 0.90 (52)) was considered as good agreement between regional P eff values.
The Use of Jejunal P eff,int(k) for the Prediction of Distal Absorption
In the same line as described above, the ability to predict the observed ileal absorption clearance (CL abs, ileal(observed) ) using the aforementioned jejunal P eff, jejunum(k) values (derived from single-pass perfusion experiments) combined with ileal mSA data was also evaluated. The observed absorption clearance (CL abs, ileal(observed) ) was derived from the absorption data reported in the original references of the single-pass perfusion experiments (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . This was calculated as per Eq. 7
where Q in is the perfusate flow rate (volume/time) and C in,ileum and C out,ileum are the water transport-corrected concentrations of drug entering and leaving the ileal segment. The detailed calculation method is shown in Section 3 of the Supplementary Material. The predicted ileal absorption clearance (CL abs, ileum(predicted) ) was estimated according to Eq. 8
where P eff,int (jejunum, k) is the jejunal P eff,int, estimated by any of the aforementioned mSA calculation methods (k), and mSA ileum(k) is the corresponding ileal mSA. The surface area values employed for such calculation are shown in Table I . The predictions were evaluated, in terms or accuracy and precision, by visual inspection and by using the same error metrics, and criteria for success, as the one described above for the comparison between P eff values.
Development of a Semi Mechanistic-PBPK Model for the Prediction of the Regional Fraction Absorbed
To further explore the possibility of using P eff,int(k) for the predictions of the regional drug absorption, a semimechanistic PBPK model was developed. The new model, or minimal segmented absorption and transit (mSAT) model, is based on the compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model developed by Yu and co-workers (31) (32) (33) . However, the mSAT model describes the human GI tract by means of five physiologically defined GI compartments: stomach, duodenum, jejunum, ileum and ascending colon, as shown in Figure S2 of the Supplementary material. These five compartments are the minimal number of compartments required to represent the GI tract, considering all the small-intestinal segments involved in drug absorption following oral administration: hence the terms Bminimal^and Bsegmented^.
Several assumptions were made for the estimation of GI drug absorption following oral dosing when using the mSAT model in this study, including: (a) no significant absorption can occur from the stomach (33); (b) the drug is emptied from the stomach by means of a first-order process (53-55); (c) drug release and dissolution are instantaneous (unless stated differently), and-as in the first development of the CAT model-no precipitation and/or changes in solubility due to differences in luminal pH or bile salts were included in this version of the mSAT model (31) (32) (33) ; (d) all the GI compartments are well mixed, and the drug concentration is homogenous within each GI compartment (31) (32) (33) ; (e) the lengths of each of the intestinal compartment are representative of their anatomy (23, 40) ; (f) drug transit between the small-intestinal compartments is related to the segment's anatomical length (23, 40) and the mean small-intestinal transit time (SITT) (31, 32, 56) ; (g) drug absorption occurs only by means of non-saturable processes, where only the dissolved drug can be absorbed (2); (h) there is no drug c,e For the estimation of the mSA, the jejunal and ileal radii were assumed as 1.75 and 1.5 cm, respectively, as per references (4, 5) degradation in the GI lumen and (i) the colonic transit is described as a first-order process (57, 58) . It is clear that these assumptions are valid to make when the regional differences in permeation is the main biopharmaceutical parameter affecting both rate and extend of drug absorption. The mSAT model was implemented in Matlab 2014a as a system of 14 ordinary differential equations (9 in the case of assuming complete and instantaneous release/dissolution) to describe the drug transit and absorption in each of the GI segments. Mass balance equations were implemented in order to estimate the regional and overall f abs . The system was evaluated using Matlab's ode15s solver for stiff differential equations. The most relevant details of the mSAT model are given below, and the detailed differential equations can be found in the Appendix 1.
The drugs used in the modelling and simulation (M&S) were assumed to be administered as solution. Within the luminal compartments of the mSAT model, the drug mass can be transferred along the segments with no possibility for precipitation. If required for simulations purposes, the drug can be modelled in the solid form (undissolved /unreleased), where the combined drug release and dissolution can be controlled by an empirical first-order release constant, k rel . The first order gastric emptying rate constant (k ge ) was assumed to be 4 h
, which is the inverse of the reported mean gastric residence time for liquids (53) , whereas for the ascending colon, the first-order rate constant (k col ) was assumed to be 0.0667 h −1 (57) . Contrary to the CAT model, the mSAT model describes the SI by only three anatomically defined segments. Thus, in order to optimally describe the drug's transit along the SI, a non-linear transfer between each of the small-intestinal segments was assumed. The mass (A(t)) transfer from an intestinal segment to its adjacent compartment was described by a Weibull function (Eq. 9)
where A 0 is the initial amount of drug in said segment, β is the Weibull shape parameter and α n is a segment-dependent scale parameter. The scale parameter was defined for the nth smallintestinal segment as, a n =f n ×SITT×γ, where f n is the fractional length of the intestinal segment (with respect to L si ), SITT is the mean small-intestinal transit time (3.32 h) (32) and γ is a dimensionless coefficient. Selection of the Weibull function for this process was based on its flexibility and similarity to the exponential model when β=1. A representative differential equation describing the mass (A n ) transfer between the smallintestinal segments is shown in Eq. 10
where k t;n t ð Þ ¼ The coefficients, β and γ, were found to be 2.01 (CV=5.6%) and 1.57 (CV=2.90%), respectively. These were obtained by fitting the system described in Eq. 10 to the data on SITT's distribution reported by Yu and co-workers (32) . The fitting was done using the lsqnonlin function in Matlab 2014a. In addition, to evaluate the performance of the mSAT model to describe the SITT data, a comparison was performed by using different transit models, e.g. three compartment first order, CAT etc. More details about the fitting and the comparison with the alternative models can be found in the Section 4 of the Supplementary Material.
Finally, the segment-specific absorption rate constant (k a,n ), necessary to describe the passage of the dissolved drug from the intestinal lumen across the intestinal wall, is shown in Eq. 11
where, P eff,int(k) is the intrinsic effective permeability, determined with the double-balloon technique and calculated as described below, mSA n(k) is the segment's mSA, determined with any of the methods described previously (k), V n is the segment's cylindrical volume and DF is degree of flatness coefficient that accounts for the rather elliptical shape of the intestine compared to that a full cylinder (1.7) (59). All the aforementioned system-related input parameters for the mSAT model are summarized in Table S2 of the Supplementary Material.
Prediction of the f abs Using the mSAT Model and P eff,int(k)
The mSAT model was employed to evaluate the use of P eff,int (k) for the prediction of f abs , in particular when colonic absorption was considered. This approach also served as validation of the mSAT model for such predictions. The analysis was performed on 10 drugs whose P eff values were determined using the double-balloon technique (Table II) (3, 33) . P eff,int (k) was derived from P eff data, by multiplying it by the cylindrical SA of the jejunal segment where the double-balloon segment was positioned (SA Loc-I-Gut ), and then dividing it by the available jejunal mSA estimated by any of the methods (k) for the same segment. The length of the test segment (L Loc-I-Gut ) was assumed 10 cm and the jejunal radius (r jej,Loc-I-Gut ) was assumed as 1.75 cm. Thus, SA Loc-I-Gut was estimated as 109.96 cm 2 (2×π×1.75 cm×10 cm), as shown in Eq. 12
Given the calculation method of mSA for the Loc-I-Gut segment according to M3, where SAEF are directly applied to the cylindrical SA, Eq. 12 can be reduced to the following expression (Eq. 13):
where r jej is the jejunal radius, L Loc-I-Gut is the length of the Loc-I-Gut segment and SAEF jejunum is the combined SAEF for the jejunal segment according to M3. Further details about this relationship can be found in Section 6 of the Supplementary Material.
The calculated P eff,int(k) values (Table II) were combined with the physiological parameters described previously in order to predict the overall and regional f abs using the mSAT model, where the main focus was to investigate the impact of allowing (ascending) colonic absorption for the f abs predictions. Due to the importance of the colon for the absorption of MR formulations, the investigation was performed assuming both the administration of a solution and a MR formulation. The MR profile was simulated by assigning a k rel of 0.19 h −1 to the first-order release/dissolution model, i.e. 90% of the drug content is expected to be released and dissolved within 12 h of the administration of the dosage form.
The f abs predictions were evaluated by visual inspection and by using the same error metrics and criteria for success as the one described above for the prediction of the ileal CL abs . In addition, the theoretical relationship between f abs and P eff was evaluated for a wide range of simulated P eff values in order to validate the utility of the mSAT model for the prediction of the f abs from P eff data.
RESULTS
Intestinal Surface Area
The results of the total mSA involved in GI absorption are illustrated in Fig. 1b . For a representative human intestine, the surface area available for oral absorption was approximately 0.73, 79 and 98 m 2 , for M1, M2 and M3, respectively. However, when the classical SA expansion factors were applied to the cylindrical SA (600-fold), the available mSA was considerably greater (435 m 2 ) than the ones estimated by M2 and M3 (Fig. 1b) .
The regional variation in intestinal mSA according to all the methods is illustrated in Fig. 1c . Despite being shorter than the ileum, the jejunum displayed the largest mSA of all the small-intestinal segments. Depending on the method (M2 or M3), its mSA was around 35 to 280% higher than that of the ileum, the second biggest contributor in mSA for the SI. The detailed segmental mSA for all the methods can be found in Table S1 of the Supplementary Material.
Similarities in Regional Intestinal Permeability
The estimated jejunal and ileal P eff,int values are summarized in Table III . Due to differences in the mSA values, the magnitude of the P eff,int estimates varied between the estimation methods. However, for all the methods, only small differences between the jejunal and ileal P eff,int values were observed (Fig. 2a-c) . This agreement was confirmed by the correlation concordance coefficient between the regional P eff, int values as follows: 0.93, 0.92 and 0.88 for M1, M2 and M3, respectively. The absolute average fold errors, on the other hand, varied between 1.60, 1.62 and 1.83, for M1, M2 and M3, respectively, whereas the average fold errors, varied between 0.95, 1.27 and 1.63, for M1, M2 and M3, respectively. The latter suggest that, for all the methods, the overall differences between jejunal and ileal P eff or P eff,int seems to be consistent and within the twofold error. Yet, when using M2 and M3, the ileal P eff,int tended to be slightly higher than the jejunal counterpart, where the differences were more marked for highly permeable compounds (BCS classes 1 and 2), as shown in Fig. 2(b, c) .
Prediction of Ileal Absorption
The predictions of CL abs,ileal using jejunal P eff,int data and ileal mSA according to Eq. 8 are shown in Table III and Fig. 2d-f . There was good agreement between the observed and predicted CL abs,ileal values, especially for M1 and M2 (Fig. 2e, f) . The absolute average fold error between observed and predicted CL abs,ileal was less than twofold for all the methods (1.60, 1.62 and 1.83 for M1, M2 and M3, respectively). However, a general trend towards the underprediction of CL abs,ileal was observed when using M2 and M3 (Fig. 2e, f) . This was reflected in an afe of 0.78 and 0.61, for M2 and M3, respectively. In addition, for all the methods, the ccc was slightly less than when the P eff,int values were compared directly; the values varied between 0.88, 0.86 and 0.80, for M1, M2 and M3, respectively. In the same line as for the P eff,int comparisons, the differences between the observed and predicted values were more marked for highly permeable compounds (Fig. 2e, f) . This was particularly pronounced when using M3 for the predictions (Fig. 2f) . Nevertheless, the overall results suggest that jejunal P eff,int can be used for the prediction the CL abs,ileal , as long as the segment's mSA is accounted for.
mSAT Model and f abs Predictions
The performance of different transit models to describe the mean SITT data is shown Fig. 3 . Both the CAT model (seven transit compartment) and the mSAT model adequately described the mean SITT data. In contrast, the alternative three compartment transit model models showed to be inadequate to describe such data. This confirmed the necessity of introducing a non-linear transfer function, in this case Weibull, in order to adequately describe the mean SITT data when using a different number of transit compartments (other than 7). The f abs predictions using the mSAT model and P eff,int for the 10 drugs listed in Table II are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table IV. When colonic absorption was not allowed in the mSAT model, the predictions using P eff,int either calculated by M1 or M3 were in good agreement with the observed values (Fig. 4a, c) . This was supported by the absolute average fold error, correlation concordance coefficient and average fold error as follows: 1.24, 0.90 and 1.21, for M1, and 1.19, 0.95 and 1.11, for M3, respectively. When using P eff,int calculated by M2, however, a general trend towards the underprediction of the f abs was observed (Fig. 4b) ; the corresponding aafe, ccc and afe were found to be 1.32, 0.88 and 0.83. Despite the aforementioned differences, for all the methods, the overall error (aafe) between the observed and predicted f abs remained less than 1.5-fold, thus confirming the utility of the mSAT model combined with P eff,int for f abs predictions.
The outcome changed dramatically when colonic absorption was allowed in the mSAT model (Fig. 4d, e) . When employing P eff,int calculated by M1 (cylindrical surface area), the f abs was systematically overpredicted (Fig. 4d) . This was reflected in the changes to the ccc (0.33), aafe (1.49) and afe (1.49). Using M2, the predictions were slightly improved compared to that in the previous scenario (Fig. 4b vs e) ; the ccc changed to 0.91, the aafe to 1.26 and the afe to 0.89. Using M3, however, the predictions remained almost invariant in terms of ccc (0.94), aafe (1.22) and afe (1.15). The simulated relationship between P eff,int and f abs using the mSAT model, for a wider range of P eff,int values, confirmed M3 as the most robust approach for f abs predictions, with and without allowing colonic absorption (Fig. 5) .
Simulated Colonic Contribution to the f abs
The simulated regional intestinal contribution to the overall f abs is shown in Fig. 6a for a set of representative drugs (increasing in permeability): enlaprilat, metoprolol and ketoprofen. All the drugs listed in Table II are shown Figure S5 of the Supplementary Material. From Fig. 6a and Figure S5 it can be observed that for M1, the colonic absorption constituted a significant proportion of the total f abs , especially for lowly permeable drugs (enalaprilat, furosemide, terbutaline and atenolol). This was not the case of the predictions using either M2 or M3, where the colonic contribution to the total f abs remained relatively small compared to that of the overall SI. This was consistent with what is expected for the in vivo colonic f abs given the nature of the colon (35) . For the simulated MR profiles, Fig. 6b and Figure S6 , the colonic contribution to the total f abs increased gradually with the increase in permeability (for all the methods). For all the drugs listed in Table II , when using M1, the relative colonic contribution to the f abs was higher than for the whole SI combined (Fig. 6b and Figure S6 ), whereas for M2 and M3, this proportion was dependent upon the permeability value. 
DISCUSSION
The work performed herein provides a mechanistically sound alternative to the bottom-up estimation of the regional intestinal absorption of drugs administered orally. This approach is based on the rationalization of P eff by the available mSA along the different regions of the human intestine.
As discussed earlier in this manuscript, P eff is an effective property related to the drug passage from the lumen and across the apical intestinal epithelium. Once the intraluminal and intracellular processes are accounted for, P eff itself implicitly encompasses several mechanisms involved in membrane permeation, such as: diffusion through the unstirred water layer, passive transcellular permeation, carrier mediated absorption/secretion and passive paracellular permeation (12, 17, 60) . When P eff is experimentally determined from absorption data (e.g. luminal disappearance rate of the drug), its value is scaled by the SA available in the test segment, usually assuming a cylindrical SA (13) . This SA does not reflect all available structures in the SI that might increase the surface area compared to a cylinder, i.e. circular folds, intestinal villi and intestinal microvilli (Fig. 1) . a BCS classification from reference (4) b Observed f abs data from reference (33) Despite this simplification, P eff , as it is, has been an effective predictor of both the rate and extent the GI absorption (2, 16, 61) . This discrepancy can be explained by the following differential equation that describes the drug absorption from the SI (assuming the SI as single compartment) (1,2):
where A si,lumen is the amount of drug in the SI's lumen, SA si is the SA of the SI and SA Loc-i-Gut is the SA of the doubleballoon segment. The total mSA of this segment can be represented as: 2×π×r LIG ×L LIG ×SAEF. The term SAEF is the combined SA expansion factor due all the aforementioned intestinal structures. For the single compartment case, the main assumption is that the structure of the small-intestinal membrane is relatively the same across the whole length of the SI; therefore, its SA is given by: 2×π×r si ×L si ×SAEF. Under this assumption, the SAEF terms cancels out in Eq. 14, so that the intestinal absorption can be predicted from P eff , regardless of SA employed for its estimation (cylindrical vs mucosal). However, when the structure of the membrane is significantly different of that where P eff was measured, i.e. the colon, the latter assumption does not necessarily hold true, and the segment-dependent SAEF has to be considered for the estimation of the intestinal SA and absorption. Based on this theoretical framework, we hypothesized that when using the mSA for the estimation of P eff , an Bintrinsic P eff( P eff,int ) can be obtained which would remain relatively constant along the whole human intestine. Under the aforementioned assumption, the regional differences in absorption should be a product of the variable conditions along the GI tract and the variable nature of the intestinal membrane, where the differences in mSA are assumed to play a major role in defining such differences in absorption. This assumes however that the differences in the membrane composition are relatively small across the human intestine, which might not be necessary true as the small-intestinal and colon membrane have different physicochemical properties (62) (63) (64) as well as differences in the mucus layer and UWL composition (65) .
To support the approach of employing the mSA differences along the intestine for the estimation of regional GI absorption, the first step was to provide good estimates of the changes in the available mSA along the GI tract. The data from Wilson [36] provided a good starting point for such an approach, whereas the data recently published by Helander and Fändriks (2014) served as an appropriate complement for such estimations (36, 39) . Both mSA estimation methods assume a decrease in the mSA from the proximal to the distal regions of the GI tract (Fig. 1a) . This is consistent with the observed reduction in abundance and length of the circular folds and villi when moving from the proximal towards the distal SI (23, 36, 39) . For instance, when using M2 and M3, the ileal mSA was estimated as 36 and 74% of that of the jejunum, respectively, whereas for M1, this relationship was estimated as 127% (Table S1 ). In the colonic case, due to the lack of circular folds and villi, the ratio between jejunal and ascending colonic surface area was reduced to 0.4 and 0.3%, for M2 and M3, respectively (Table S1 ). The total surface area for the SI was around 79 and 98 m 2 when estimated using either M2 or M3, respectively. These values were in relatively good agreement with the value of 71 m 2 reported by Willmann and co-workers (8) . The reported value by Helander and Fändriks [39] was around 30 m 2 , due to the use of the physiological length of the small intestine in their calculations (291 cm), 43% of the small intestinal length employed in our study (670.7 cm) (39) . In contrast, the value of 435 m 2 obtained using the classical amplification factors (600-fold) seems to over-estimate the SA of the SI compared to the current estimates (36, 39) .
Further support for the possible use of P eff,int for the prediction of regional oral absorption was provided by the comparison between regional P eff,int values in Table III . Overall, there was good agreement between jejunal and ileal P eff,int (Fig. 2a-c) , especially when using either M1 or M2 methods. A similar scenario was observed when the ileal absorption clearance was predicted using jejunal P eff, int and the ileal mSA (Fig. 2d, f) , in line with our hypothesis of the existence of a relatively similar P eff,int along the membrane of the human intestine.
Since both M1 and M2 provided relatively similar results, to this point, the use of P eff,int instead of P eff did not provide any advantage (or disadvantage) for the estimation of regional absorption. The reason for the lack of difference can be explained from the ratio between jejunal and ileal mSA employed for the estimation of CL abs(ileum,k) (Eq. 8): 1.26, for M1, and 1.56, for M2 (Table I) . These similarities can be also explained by the similar nature of the intestinal membrane along the human SI; while there are SA differences between the ileum and the upper jejunum, they are not as dramatic as when the SA is compared with, for instance, the colonic membrane. Yet, no direct colonic P eff data is available to perform such comparison (4, 5) . Further investigations were performed by evaluating the use of P eff,int compared to P eff for the predictions of f abs . This analysis was performed using the newly developed mSAT model. Contrary to the traditional CAT model, where the mass transfer along the SI is described by a series of (seven) transit compartments, all with the same mean residence time (31) (32) (33) , the mSAT model performs a similar task using only three compartments. These three compartments, however, are physiologically sound, so that the lengths and radii are representative of each one of the small intestinal segments (Tables S1 and S2 ). In addition, the mean drug (mass) residence time is related to the segment's length, where the longer the segment, the longer its residence time. This was implemented by assuming a non-linear mass transfer between the segments using a Weibull function (Eq. 10).
Alternative models were also considered in order to describe small-intestinal transit. For example, the data were also fitted by using an equally divided first-order transit rate constant (k t,si =3/SITT) in all the segments or by using a proportionally divided transit rate constant (k t,n =1/f n ×SITT), where f n is the fractional length of the small-intestinal segment. However, as shown in Fig. 3 , none of these alternative models adequately described the mean SITT data (31) . Therefore, the non-linear Weibull transfer implemented in the mSAT model was considered as the best alternative to the full CAT model (Fig. 3) .
Under the same assumption as for the CAT model, i.e. no colonic absorption, the f abs predictions using the mSAT model were similar to that of the CAT model using the same validation dataset (33) . The agreement between the observed and predicted f abs when using the mSAT model (Fig. 4a-c) suggests that both the mSAT model and P eff,int can be used for the prediction of GI absorption, especially when using the classical approach (P eff ) and P eff,int estimated by M3. Yet, when using P eff,int calculated by M2, a systematic underprediction of f abs was observed for almost all the drugs and BCS classes (compared to M1 and M3, as shown in Fig. 4b and Table IV ). This underprediction was probably due to the combination of two factors: (a) higher jejunal mSA estimated for the double-balloon segment in M2, and hence lower P eff,int values (Table II) , and (b) a decreased mSA in the distal regions of the intestine in M2 when compared to M3 (Table S1 ).
The main differences between the two methods, classical P eff vs P eff,int , were observed when colonic absorption was included in the simulations (Table IV and Fig. 4d-f) . It has been suggested that due to a reduced SA and higher abundance of tight junctions (i.e. assumed smaller paracellular area) in the colonic membrane, intestinal permeability and possibly absorption should be reduced compared to that in the SI (4, 5, 22, 25, 66, 67) . This was appropriately captured when the predictions were made using P eff,int , estimated by both M2 and M3, without affecting the overall f abs predictions (Figs. 4d-f and 6a and Figure S5 ). In fact, based on the aafe, ccc and afe, the predictions for M3 remained almost unaffected compared to that when colonic absorption was excluded (Fig. 4) .
When employing the classical approach for permeability (M1), however, the overall f abs was systematically overestimated; the ccc was reduced by almost two thirds compared to that when colonic absorption was excluded. This overestimation might explain why it is a common practice to assume negligible colonic absorption during PBPK modelling of orally administrated drugs in solution, suspensions or IR formulations (31, 33, 34) . When using P eff,int (M3), however, there is no need to make such assumptions, as the model seems to be able to capture such differences in absorption (Fig. 6a and Figure S5 ).
The aforementioned assumption has especial implications when it comes to the modelling of oral MR formulations. Current approaches for PBPK modelling of drugs formulated as oral MR involve either the need to perform a sensitivity analysis on the colonic permeability or to optimize it based on observed clinical data (34, (68) (69) (70) (71) . Whereas some drugs have been successfully modelled using jejunal P eff (i.e. M1) as a fixed value along all the GI segments within the PBPK model (72), others might not necessarily benefit from such an approach, due to the inherent risk of overestimations in the f abs , especially for lowly permeable drugs (73) . Thus, the use of P reff int seems to be an appropriate alternative during the bottom-up prediction of oral absorption of drugs administered as MR or at least a good starting point (Fig. 6b) .
It is clear that reliable regional human intestinal permeability estimates are key for the successful prediction of drug absorption from the distal GI tract and to validate the approach presented herein. Due to the elevated cost of the clinical investigation of regional human P eff , the use of animal models and in vitro systems such as the Ussing chamber combined with excised human intestinal fragments can provide a reliable alternative for such estimates (3, 60, 65, 66, 74, 75) . In addition, one of the main goals of the Pan-European project Oral Biopharmaceutical Tools (OrBiTo), funded by the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), is to provide the necessary information to improve our understanding of how orally administered drugs become absorbed from the GI tract and to generate better in vitro and in silico tools that allow a better prediction of their in vivo performance (http://www.orbitoproject.eu/objectives). Therefore, the aforementioned permeability investigations are part of the main goals of the project (76) .
One of the major drawbacks of the newly proposed approach is its dependence on human jejunal in vivo P eff values for the prediction of regional intestinal absorption. Those jejunal P eff values are currently limited to only 30 drugs (3) (4) (5) . Therefore, its application to drugs not listed in the current datasets depends on the availability of in vivo, in vitro or in silico methods for the prediction of jejunal P eff (59, 60, (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) . Due to the use of P eff for this study, regional differences in the transport mechanisms of the drugs involved herein were not explicitly considered (e.g. UWL permeation, carrier-mediated transport, paracellular permeability). Instead, their impact was implicitly accounted for by the use of P eff to derive P eff,int . The latter might limit the application of this approach when such mechanisms are required to be explicitly accounted for the estimation of the overall rate and extent of drug absorption. However, the development of a fully mechanistic model to describe regional intestinal permeability was beyond the scope of this work.
Several simplifications were made during this analysis, one of the most relevant being the assumption of complete dissolution and no precipitation. This assumption might affect the predictions made for drugs whose solubility might limit their oral absorption, i.e. BCS class 2 and 4 drugs. For those drugs, accounting for the GI physiological factors affecting the solubility, dissolution and precipitation along the GI tract is absolutely necessary, especially when it comes to the prediction and understanding of their regional intestinal absorption (4, 25, (83) (84) (85) . However, for our simulations, that assumption seemed reasonable as the majority of the drugs listed in Table II can be classified as highly soluble (BCS classes 1 and 3), with the exception of furosemide, which is poorly soluble weak acid (pKa=3.9), yet its solubility is expected to be high at the intestinal pH range (6-7.4) (85, 86) .
One of the main advantages of the approach developed in this work (P eff,int ) is that, given its simplicity, it can be readily implemented in the current intestinal mechanistic PBPK models. This can be done by means of applying the SAEF to the P eff values determined by the double-balloon technique; this will derive P eff (or P eff,int ) values for each intestinal segment. The SAEF coefficients and an example of how to apply them can be found in Section 5 of the Supplementary Material.
CONCLUSION
A new approach for the prediction of regional intestinal absorption was proposed based on the scaling of in vivodetermined jejunal P eff by the available mSA along the human GI tract to derive an intrinsic P eff (P eff, int ). This approach was successfully employed for the prediction of the ileal absorption of several structurally diverse compounds. P eff,int was combined with a newly developed semimechanistic absorption PBPK model for the prediction of f abs , where the predictions showed a good agreement with the observed data. In addition, the new approach showed to be robust when the colonic absorption was allowed in the PBPK model, by reducing the observed overprediction of f abs when using the classical P eff . Therefore, due to its simplicity, the new approach provides a useful alternative for the bottom-up prediction of oral drug absorption, especially when the distal GI tract plays a crucial role for a drug's oral absorption. 
